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Abstract
This paper proposes a network architecture to
support mobile communication in a large university campus. The design allows each mobile host
to maintain network connectivity while roaming
freely in the campus. Called Crosspoint, the design combines wireless local-area network (LAN)
technology with high-speed Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A1M) switching technology. The combination provides a wireless communication system with sufficient aggregate bandwidth to handle massive, synchronized movements of mobile
hosts. Furthermore, the design requires no modification to conventional network software on mobile hosts, stationary hosts, or existing IP routers.

to other pnru; of the campus internet

Figure I: An example internet supponing mobile
communication

We have implemented a prototype of the Crosspoint design. This paper also describes the basic

while roaming. To communicate with comput-

protocols used in the implementation.

ers outside the wireless LAN, a roaming wireless
computer (or a mobile host) uses a nearby base

1 Introduction

station. A base station is normally a stationary
computer with a wireless interface and a connec-

Recent advances in personal computing and wire-

tion to conventional network facilities using ter-

less LAN technologies have resulted in affordable

restrial links. In particular, a base station that

laptop and palmtop computers with wireless net-

connects to the global TCPIIP Internet can pro-

working capability. A computer with a wireless

vide a mobile host with access to other computers

LAN adaptor can communicate directly with other

at sites around the world.

wireless computers in the same wireless LAN

A base station can provide network access for a

group of mobiles that are within the area covered

paths. Diverse capabilities in students' mobile

by its wireless interface. Because a base station

computers also complicate the design. In particu-

can only cover a limited area, multiple base sta-

lar, some students will choose mobile computers

tions are needed to provide coverage for a large

that do not have a preemptive, multitasking oper-

area. Atmching multiple base stations to an inter-

ating system. We seek a design that accepts such

net introduces routing problems that result when

systems as first-class members.

a mobile host migrates from base station to base

Many researchers have considered the prob-

station. As Figure 1 illustrates, a mobile host, M,

lems of supporting mobile communication in an

uses base station 1 to communicate with a station-

intemetenvironment [I, 2, 5, 6, 11, 16,17, 18, 19].

ary computer, S. Base station 1 forwards packets

However, none of the designs meets the require-

from M to router R2; the packets then travels

ments stated above. For example, to avoid chang-

through R3 and S. Packets from S to M traverse

ing routes in the internet, researchers [18, 19]

the same path in the reverse direction. To main-

propose assigning two IP addresses to a mobile

tain connectivity as M migrates to base station

host's wireless interface. One static address is

2's area, R3 must change its next-hop route from

used to form transport connections; the other ad-

R2 to RI, and RI must change its next-hop route

dress is dynamically assigned each time when a

to base station 2. In fact, all the routers on the

mobile host enters anew base station's area. How-

campus internet must change routing entries that

ever, doing so requires substantial modification

correspond to M because M may communicate

to network software, which is designed to use a

with any host reachable from the campus internet.

single, static address. Furthermore, encapsula-

Note that routers exchange routing information

tion will be needed because transport protocols

to update routing entries. Furthermore, packets

often fix endpoint addresses when connections

that cany routing information compete with data

are fonned. Another solution uses IP-tunneling

packets for network bandwidth.

to forward datagrams among base stations [6].

The overheads of propagating routing updates

Such solution introduces unnecessary overheads

are especially apparent in a large university cam-

and waste network bandwidth. Furthermore, the

pus where 50,000 mobile hosts occupy in a small

solution requires each mobile to execute a back-

geographic area.

groud process that determines with which base

More important, movements

of mobiles at a university are massive and synchronized -

station to associate.

a large percentage of the population

In this paper, we propose a new design. Called

migrates to new locations during each change of

Crosspoint, the design can handle the problem

class. Without a careful design, the campus in-

of synchronized route changes for a large univer-

ternet may experience network congestion when

sity campus. Furthermore, the design requires

most students attempt to communicate from new

no modification or addition to the network soft-

locations. The situation becomes worse because

ware on mobile hosts, stationary hosts, or existing

congestion can cause delay or loss of routing up-

routers. We will describe our design in the fol-

dates, making data packets to follow nonoptimum

lowing sections.
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use ATM's high-speed switching fabric to transport mobile hosts' datagrams and to exchange
control infonnation. The switching fabric proMobiil:.

vides a high-bandwidth, low-delay interconnect

HmO!

among processors. Because an ATM fabric has
sufficient capacity to handle the traffic from many
A1M Switching Network

f---'

processors, additional base stations and routers
can be added as needed. It is feasible, for example, to scale the architecture to many base stations

/ ' interface

~

per building on a large campus.
Addressing a"d Routing.

To accommodate

,

50,000 mobile hosts, a class-B IP address space is

to campus internet

used for the wireless interfaces. Like a stationary
host, once the wireless interface of a mobile host

Figure 2: The proposed architecture

is configured with an IP address selected from the
address space, the address remains fixed. As a mo-

The remainder of this paper is organized as

bile host migrates from base station to base station,

follows. Section 2 describes the Crosspoint architecture.

base stations cooperate to track the mobile host.

Section 3 describes the basic pro-

Collectively, base stations provide the appearance

tocols. Section 4 uses an example to illustrate

of a single, seamless LAN to which mobile hosts

how the architecture and protocols fit together to

attach. Campus routers perceive the mobile net-

provide seamless mobile communication. Sec-

work as a single subnetwork interconnected to

tion 5 presents the current status of the Crosspoint

the campus internet using Crosspoint routers; all

project. Finally, section 6 summarizes the paper

datagrams destined for the mobile hosts are for-

and discusses future work.

warded to the Crosspoint routers. The Crosspoint
routers then use the ATM hardware to deliver the

2

Proposed Architecture

datagrams to base stations (see next subsection
for details). Consequently, IP routing remains

Physical interconnect. The proposed architecture

unchanged as a mobile host migrates from base

uses a dedicated Asynchronous Transfer Mode

station to base station. Therefore, propagating

(ATM) switching network [7, 8, 15] to intercon-

route changes throughout the campus internet is

nect base stations and special purpose routers.

unnecessary.

Figure 2 illustrates an example configuration. In

Default Router Address. A single IP address

the figure, base stations provide wireless access

selected from the c1ass-B space is reserved for the

for the mobile hosts; routers with connections to

wireless interface of every base station. A mobile

the campus internet provide mobile hosts with ac-

host installs the reserved address as its default

cess to the global Internet. Processors (Le., base

router address so that the mobile host can use a

stations or routers) attached to the ATM network
3

nearby base station to communicate with hosts

To process control and data packets at high

that it cannot reach directly. Because all the base

speed, each processor connected to the ATM net-

stations use the same IP address, a mobile host

work includes a special interface, shown as a

need not change its default router when migrating

shaded box in Figure 2. The interfaces handle

from one base station to another.

local routing and route changes that result when
a mobile host migrates to a new base station. In

2.1

particular, the interface implements an address-to-

Virtual Circuit Management and Datagram
Forwarding

circuit binding for selecting an outgoing virtual
circuit, given a destination address (i.e., a mo-

ATM is a connection-oriented switching technol-

bile's address). When a mobile host migrates to a

ogy. A host attached to an ATM network uses

new base station, the interfaces cooperate to han-

virtual circuits to communicate with other hosts

dle all route changes. When routing information

connected to the same network. Before commu-

arrives at the interface, the interface automatically

nication takes place, a vinual circuit must be es-

updates its address-to-circuit binding and begins

tablished between the communicatingATM hosts.

using the new binding. In addition, the special in-

Furthermore, ATM guarantees service quality for

terface executes the protocol modules that allow

each established virtual circuit. For example, an

a mobile host to maintain transport connectivity

ATM host can specify the needed bandwidth and

while roaming. We describe the protocols next.

the priority for each individual circuit.
In Crosspoint, a processor attached to the AlM

network maintains a virtual circuit to each other
processor over which it forwards datagrams. In
addition, each pair of processors uses a second

3

high-priority virtual circuit for sending control in-

Basic Protocols

formation. Thus, a processor will have two virtual
circuits open to each other processor. To deliver

Because a base station's radio signal can only

a datagram to a mobile host, a processor chooses

cover a limited area, a roaming host that is about

among the virtual circuits used for data, selecting

to move out of the current base station's area must

the circuit that leads to the correct base station.

establish a radio link: with a new base station, or a

Using two separate circuits ensures that data traf-

disruption of network connectivity will occur. By

fic does not compete with control traffic for net-

careful placement of each base station, the com-

work bandwidth. More important, packets con-

bined areas of all base stations can cover the entire

taining routing updates have higher priority than

campus, allowing a mobile host to maintain radio

data packets. In fact, each routing update requires

contact with a base station at all times. To provide

only a single ATM cell and can be transported

toral coverage, a base station's area may overlap

without adaptation. Thus, routing updates are ef-

with the areas of multiple base stations. Further-

ficient and do not propagate beyond machines that

more, a base station may receive radio signals

attach directly to the AlM network.

from neighboring base stations.
4

presence l . By listening in promiscuous mode,

3.1 Overlapping Areas

each base station monitors the activities of all the
Overlapping areas present a challenge to proto-

mobile hosts in its area.

col design. When situated in an overlapping area,

Unlike other approaches [5, 6, 11] that require

a mobile host's radio signals may reach multi-

each base station to broadcast a beacon periodi-

ple base stations, and signals from multiple base
stations may reach the mobile host.

cally and each mobile host to process the beacon

To avoid

and detennine with which base station to asso-

confusion, base stations can use a coding scheme

ciate, mobile hosts in Crosspoint do not participate

at the radio level to distinguish each other's area

in supporting seamless mobile communication. In

[4, 10, 12]. However, doing so requires a mobile

fact, mobiles are completely unaware of the exis-

host to monitor various radio signals from multi-

tence of multiple base stations around them. The

ple base stations and to reconfigure the interface

network software transmits and receives packets

when switching to a new base station. Our design

as if a mobile host is associated with a single

does not require a mobile host to have such capa-

wireless LAN. Therefore, a mobile host can use

bilities. In fact, all base stations and mobile hosts

conventional network software without modifica-

in Crosspoint use the same coded radio signal.

tion or addition. Base stations cooperate to handle

Protocols at the base stations ensure the following

all the details required to support seamless mobile

invariants:

communication. Conceptually, the base stations
provide an illusion of a single wireless LAN that

• At any time, only one base station handles a

covers the entire campus.

mobile host's communication requests.
3.3 Initial Capture

• Base stations do not communicate with each
other over the wireless interface.

When a mobile host powers on and initiates communication, it emits a frame (e.g., an Address

The following subsections describe how the

Resolution Protocol (ARP) [13] frame to query

protocols ensure the invariants in the presence of

its default router's hardware address) that allows

overlapping areas.

nearby base stations to detect its presence. Because a mobile host may be situated in an overlapping area, multiple base stations may receive

3.2 Mobile Host Detection

the frame. To ensure that only one base station
Observe that computers emit packets when they

captures a new mobile host, base stations uses an

try to communicate with other computers. Mo-

initial capture protocol. The protocol randomly

bile hosts are no exception. Furthennore, mobile

assigns a new mobile to one of the base stations

hosts tend to initiate communications with station-

that simultaneously detect the mobile host's pres-

ary server computers that are stable and contain

ence. The following example explains how the

resources. Thus, a base station can use packets (or

[A base station can use an ICMP [14] echo request to
clicillrunsmission from a mobile when necessary.

frames) emitted from mobile hosts to detect their

5

protocol works.

a base station hands off a mobile host to a nearby

Assume that a mobile host, M, powers on and

base station. It is to use radio signal strength

emits a frame that is received by a nearby base

to determine when a handoff should occur: if

station, B.

B immediately sends a CAPTURE

a new base station can maintain a better radio

message to the neighboring base stations over the

contact with a mobile host, the base station that

control circuits2 . In addition, B starts a capture

currently owns the mobile hands off ownership

timer that expires after

seconds. In the

to the new base station. However, such scheme

message, B includes a locally gener-

requires hardware support, and we do not assume

ated random number. The random number acts as

such support is available. Instead, our design uses

a bid for M. If no other base station has detected

software. Each base station includes a module that

M, B has no competitor and captures M after

uses the following two criteria to determine when

the capture timer expires. If there are other base

to hand off a mobile host

CAPTURE

Tcapltlre

stations that also detect M, they behave exactly
the same as B: each computes a random number,

• A base station that receives a packet from a

sends a CAPTURE message to the neighboring

new mobile host consults the current owner

base stations, and starts the capture timer. In this

before capturing the mobile.

way, all the base stations that have detected M in-

• The base station that currently owns a mobile

form each other using the CAPTURE messages. A

is given priority in maintaining the owner-

base station cancels the capture timer (loses its bid

ship.

for the mobile) when an incoming CAPTURE message contains a random number that is greater than

Because our design assumes that a base sta-

the number it had generated. Eventually, the base

tion does not have hardware support to measure

station that generates the largest random number

the radio link quality to a mobile host, the proto-

captures M after the capture timer expires3 . The

col software uses frame reception to approximate

winning base station immediately broadcasts a

link quality. For example, if a mobile emits a

message to inform all the other processors that

frame that is received by both the owning base

it owns M.

station and a nearby base station, the protocol de-

The situation in which a base station detects a

duces two equally good links, regardless of the

mobile host that is already captured by another

actual quality of each individual link. Similarly,

base station is handled by the handoff protocol,

if the nearby base station receives the frame but

which we describe next.

the owning base station misses it, the protocol de-

3.4

duces tbat the nearby base station has a better link

Handoff

than the owner.

Handofjrefers to a transfer of mobile ownership;

Like the initial capture protocol, the handoff

2A base station can use an ATM point-to-multipoinl circuit if the ATM bardware supports it.
3The base station with higbestaddress caprures the mobile
host when there is a tie in the rnndom numbers.

protocol uses ATM control circuits to exchange
control messages. When a base station receives a
frame from a mobile that it does not own, the
6

base station sends a message across a control

the packet that causes a base station to send the

circuit to the mobile's owner. The protocol re-

HANDOFF message and allows the station to cap-

quires each base station to maintain a timestamp

toreM.

for each mobile host. Whenever an owning base

A base station that receives a HANDOFF...ACK

station receives a frame transmitted by a mobile,

cancels the handoff timer, forwards the buffered

the base station updates its timestamp for the mo-

frames, and broadcasts a control message to de-

bile. When a message arrives from another base

clare the ownership of the captured mobile. A

station that has received a frame from the mo-

HANDOFF-NACK causes a base station to cancel

bile, the owning base station uses the timestamp

the handoff timer and discard the buffered frames.

infonnation to determine whe~her to hand off the

When a mobile is situated in an overlapping area,

mobile host to the other base station or retain own-

the handoff timer allows a nonowner base station

ership.

to capture the mobile in case the current owner sta-

The handoff algorithm can be explained by an

tion fails. Expiration of the handoff timer triggers

example. Assume that: base station B owns a

a base station to use the initial capture protocol to

mobile host, M; M emits a frame, and the frame

capture a mobile.

is received by nearby base stations. If it receives

When a mobile stays in an overlapping area,

the frame, B updates the timestamp that corre-

multiple base stations may receive frames from

sponds to M and forwards the frame.

Other

the mobile. If each frame from the mobile causes

base stations that receive the frame buffer the

multiple base stations to send HANDOFF messages

frame, send a HANDOFF message to B, and start a

to the owner base station, the owner station may be

handoff timer that expires after Thandoff seconds.

overwhelmed with HANDOFF requests. To avoid

When it receives a HANDOFF message, B com-

excessive messages, base stations bound the rate

putes I:1t, the difference between the time at which

at which they send HANDOFF messages. Specifi-

the HANDOFF arrives and B's timestamp for M.

cally, a base station imposes a delay of at least

If I:1t is greater than

Thdelay

Ththresh, B

answers with

a HANDOFF-ACK message, allowing the sending

seconds between successive HANDOFF

messages.

station to capture M; otherwise, B answers with
a HANOOFF-NACK message, denying the send-

3.5 Avoiding Wireless Communications Among
Base Stations

ing station's handoff request. After it sends a
HANDOFF...ACK, B denies subsequent handoff re-

A mobile host uses a nearby base station to com-

quests (i.e., requests from other base stations that

municate with hosts that it cannot reach directly.

have received a frame from M). Value Ththresh is

That is, the base station serves as thedefault router

nonnally a fraction of a second (e.g., 50 ms). Be-

for the mobile host. To allow frame transmission

cause the HANDOFF message traverses the ATM

across physical medium, IP uses ARP to bind the

network with little delay, B deduces that M is still

default router address to a hardware address. The

in its area when I:1t is less than Ththresh. If D.t is

binding is then stored in the ARP cache with a

no less than Ththresh, B deduces that it missed

predefined lifetime. An ARP cache improves ef~
7

Bl, B2, and the ATM connection between the
two base stations. An IF packet from Ml to M2
requires three stages of transport through the path.
MI

First, an Ethernet frame carries the IF packet from
MI to BI. Second, the ATM hardware transports

BI's lll'e:l

the packet from B 1 to B2. Third, another Ethernet frame carries the packet from B2 to M2.
H2's lit

Throughout the journey, the source and destina-

1"
Al'MCnnr>eclion

tion IF addresses of the datagram remain the same,
while the source and destination hardware ad-

Pnokel.'i from MilO M2:

(I)MI _;> HI: <E1hemct src=Ml. wl=Bl> <IP: ~I. <!.<1=M2>
(2) 81 _> 82; cAThl: src=Bl. wl=B2> <IP: sre=Ml, WI"M2>
(3) H2 -> M2: <E1hcmet src=B2. dslo:M2> <!P: sr=MI, dsl=M2>

dresses change from stage to stage. Note that BI
can receive the frame transmitted by B2 because

Bland B2 are in range with each other. When
Bl receives the frame intended for M2, it ignores

Figure 3: A network configuration that illustrates
the need to prohibit communications among base
stations over the wireless interface

the destination hardware address and processes
the enclosed IP datagram. Because the datagram
indicates the source is a local mobile host (i.e.,

ficiency by eliminating unnecessary ARP broad-

Ml) and the recipient is M2, BI forwards the

casts. However, a cache can introduce binding

datagram to B2, thus creating a forwarding loop.

errors when one IP address can map to various

A solution to the problem is for a base station

hardware addresses. The default router address is

to check the source hardware address of each in-

an example of such IP address. In particular, when

coming frame. A base station discards any frame

a mobile host enters a new base station's area, the

with source hardware address matches a neigh-

mobile's ARP cache will maintain the binding of

boring base station's hardware address. For the

the default router address to the previous base

solution to work, each base station must maintain

station's hardware address. Fortunately, an incor-

a list of hardware addresses; each entry in the list

rect binding does not prevent the new base station

corresponds to the wireless interface's hardware

from receiving frames from the mobile host, be-

address of a neighboring base station that may

cause base stations monitor network activities in

cause the forwarding problem. The overhead of

promiscuous mode. The protocol software in a

maintaining the list and checking each incoming

base station disregards a frame's destination ad-

frame against the list are major drawbacks of the

dress and uses IP addresses to identify the origi-

solution. We describe a novel solution that avoids

nating host and the intended recipient.

the drawbacks below.

Disregarding a frame's destination address can
The solution uses a single hardware address

create a forwarding problem, as Figure 3 illus-

for all base stations (e.g., a multicast address),

trates. In the figure, two base stations, Bland

and then uses the hardware address to determine

B2, are in range with each other. Mobile hosts,

whether the frame is destined for a base station

M 1 and M2, communicate with each other via

8
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Figure 4: A roaming mobile host communicating with a stationary computer using Crosspoint
or for a mobile host. Because all base stations

the default router to the campus internet for base

use the same hardware address, a mobile host al-

stations BI and B2. That is, the base stations

ways binds the default router address to the same

always forward datagrams destined for stationary

value. Thus, all frames emitted from mobile hosts

hosts to R. When M initiates communication with

that are destined for any base station contain the

S, BI captures M using the initial capture proto-

same destination hardware address. By checking

col. After capturing M, Bl immediately sends a

the destination address of each incoming frame,

route update to R and B2 over the ATM control

a base station can easily distinguish frames that

circuits. Using the route update, R modifies the

are destined for base stations from those destined

address-to-circuit binding that corresponds to M,

for mobile hosts. In the above example, B I can

allowing datagrams from S to reach M (Figure 4

discard frames from B2 that are destined for M2

(a)). When M migrates to the area covered by

because each of the frames contains M2's hard-

both Bland B2, the handoff modules on both sta-

ware address as destination.

tions use the control circuits to exchange protocol
messages. After Bl allows B2 to capture M, B2
immediately sends a route update to R and BI. R

4 Combining Architecture and Protocols

updates M's address-to-circuit binding using the
received information and begins forwarding data-

With the understanding of the proposed architec-

grams destined for M to B2 (Figure 4 (b)). Thus,

ture and the basic protocols, we use an example

M maintains network connecti vity with S during

to illustrate how they fit together to provide seam-

the migration. Furthermore, no routing update has

less mobile communication. Figure 4 illustrates

been propagated to the campus internet when M

a roaming mobile, M, communicating with a sta-

changes base station. Consequently, routers and

tionary server computer, S. Router R serves as

9

hosts on the campus internet are not affected by

cuits to communicate with each of the other pro-

M's mobility.

cessors attached to the same network: one circuit uses ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) [9]

5 Current Status

to transport IF datagrams; the other high priority circuit uses raw AlM cells (without adapta-

A prototype implementation of the Crosspoint de-

tion) to carry control information. The virtual

sign has been working since May of 1995. The

circuits provide high-speed, low latency intercon-

hardware configuration consists of three base sta-

nections among processors to support seamless

tions, one router, and a FORE Systems ATM

mobile communication.

switch. A base station consists of a PC with a

The protocol design focuses on providing a mo-

wireless interface and a SPARC station with an

bile host with seamless mobile communication,

ATM interface; the two processors communicate

without modifying the mobile's network software

via an Ethernet. The ATM interface driver and

and hardware. A mobile host transmits and re-

Crosspoint protocol software are implemented on

ceives packets as if it is associated with a single

the SPARC processors running SunGS 4.1.3; the

wireless LAN, regardless of its location in the

driver software for the wireless interface and part

campus. Protocol software on a base station han-

of the protocol modules are implemented on the

dles all the details required to support seamless

PCs running Xinu operating system [3]. All the

mobile communication for aroarning mobile host.

wireless interfaces are AIRLAN adaptors made

When a mobile host is situated in an area covered

by Solectek Corporation. A mobile PC runs Mi-

by multiple base stations, the protocol software

crosoft Windows 3.1 with TCP/IP support. A mo-

ensures that only one base station handles a mo-

bile PC only requires to configure its IF address

bile's communication requests. In essence, the

and the default router address to access the wire-

protocol software uses the high-speed ATM con-

less facility. Once configured, a mobile PC can

nections among processors to provide an illusion

communicate with hosts on the Internet and main-

of a single wireless LAN that covers the entire

tain network connectivity while roaming within

campus. Routers and hosts on the campus inter-

the Computer Science building. Communications

net perceive mobile hosts as stationary computers

between two mobilePCs, situated in the same area

attached to a single subnet.

or in different areas, are also supported.

We have implemented a prototype using the architecture and protocols described in this paper.

6 Summary and Future Work

The prototype allows us to experiment with ideas,
to refine the design, and to investigate communi-

This paper proposes an architecture for a campus-

cation issues that are unique in a wireless environ-

scale wireless mobile internet. Central to the ar-

ment. For example, we have observed that two

chitectural design is an ATM switching network to

mobiles can be in range with the same base station

which base stations and special purpose routers at-

but out ofrange with each other. To make the com-

tach. A processor (e.g., a base station or a router)

munication between the two mobiles possible, the

attached the ATM network uses two virtual cir-

10

base station relays packets for the two mobiles. As

[4] K. S. Gilhousen et al. On the Capacity of
a Cellular COMA System. IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, 40(2):303312, May 1991.

the two mobiles move in range with each other,
the base station should stop relaying and allow the
two to communicate directly. Similarly, two mo-

[5] T. Blackwell et. al. Secure Short-Cut Routing for Mobile IF. In Proceedings of
VSENIX Summer 1994 Conference, pages
305-316, June 1994.

biles in a base station's area can communicate directly then move out of range with each other (but
still in range with the base station). Maintaining
communication between the two mobiles requires

[6] J.
Ioannidis,
D.
Duchamp,
and
G. Q. Maguire Jr. IF-based Protocols for
Mobile Intemetworking. In Proceedings of
ACM SIGCOMM '9J, pages 235-245, Sept.
1991.

the base station to relay packets for the two mobiles when they are out of range with each other.
In both cases, the cached ARP bindings on each
mobile host impede seamless communication between the two mobiles. We are experimenting

[7] ITU-T. Draft Recommendation 1.150: BISON AIM Functional Characteristics. lTV
Study Group XVIIl, June 1992.

with solutions for both cases.
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[8] ITD-T. Draft Recommendation 1.361: BISON ATM Layer Specification. iTV Study
GroupXVlIl, June 1992.
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[9] ITU-T. Draft Recommendation 1363: BISON AAL Specification. iTU Study Group
XVIIf, Jan. 1993.

and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Sun and SunGS are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated. SPARC is a registered

[to] R. Kohno, R. Meidan, and B. Milstein.
Spread Spectrum Access Methods for Wireless Communications. IEEE Communications Magazi"e, pages 58-67, Jan. 1995.

trademark of SPARC International, Incorporated.
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